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Boat of crime notes:  

 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by goura fotadar 

 

[given: non-reformed criminal x] 

no: confession of what non-reformed criminal x was doing [in terms of n.r. crimes] | \/ until a certain 

point in assessment  

in the non-reformed criminal perspective: lack of money  deterministic cause of committing crime?  

then entering repeated ; incarcerations 

 

loss of connections while 

in the pen; 

for a long  < ----------------------------------------- 
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time in conversation : 

maybe non-reformed criminal x is lying 

when non-reformed criminal x does tell: 

so ask instead 

counterfaulting the 

lie[s] to some extent 

 

call the ?/resources  to verify that it-they exists-; and how we know do [if it-they  is-are verified if the 

verification or denial of verification ] is legit. 

Basic investigations with funded time for such: if verified; attend the resource[s]/resource provisions for 

about a year; ensuring that either it-they work[s] or will work without participation in the assets of it-

they; non-reformed crime.  

Now doubting what non-reformed criminal x describes as self-belonging issues: 

[doubting the authenticity of non-reformed criminal x’s reform et al story] 

[external exercise for learners and practitioners: make up a reform et al [i.e. reform related] story that 

is not believable.] 

description provided by non-reformed criminal x’s [now, self] confessed repeating of non-reformed 

crimes.  

Potential signs of non-reform: provisions of what is, explanations of what are not norms based on never 

having reformed experience; for example a public like announcement of: it’s bizarre to ever eat ice 

cream, 

Because; 

everybody knows it’s bad for you. [and this offered as a self-confessed oathed declaration of non-joke 

but more like a defined without freedom “law” In more explicit words; in exchange for something? Non-

reformed criminal x expects that you shall never eat ice cream again or ever in the time of criminology; 

otherwise you will … ; i.e.  non criminal x will somehow ensure that ; … you will go to jail.  Yes for eating 

ice cream. ] 

 

I’m pretty sure that non-reformed criminal x never served in combat services; and non-reformed 

criminal x however has a different stance of self combat service and having served in such.  
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Why am I pretty sure that non-reformed criminal x never served in that way-branch-method. 

Hint; what’s the first starting off point; not knowing anything else: 

[try the variable’s name and in this context the variable’s name meaning.] 

 

Fictional Mission Statement as an Interrupter: I hire drunks in recovery; and molesters in recovery; as 

long as they will reform; but they must come to believe by then in freedom and justice; and upholding it; 

even if they don’t completely know what either or mean yet; completely mean, anyhow. 

 

{back to non-fiction crime notes} 

Non-reformed criminal x is in stance of pointing to some regular [think: norm and regular replacements 

with outdated and non-functional regulars; should ice cream pay for all sin?] gender non-progressive 

norm. why is this relevant; what is n.r.c. x the criminal actually telling us through this description of 

gender non-progressive.  

 

Next; counted one: observational: 

Sign of a non-reformed et al; not planning on after many years or attempts by others for their/his/her 

reform et al, reforming is the following; the non-reformed criminal x’s or other non-reformed criminal’s 

perspective that:  all else besides itself and-or in addition to itself has-have the same type of non-

reforming history and all else is also going to never reform despite many attempts from possibly others 

[outside of all else].  

 

 

Connected building: when actually in reform, oath y into reform; and so that y does not get grouped 

with non-reformed x types . 

 


